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Scoping future data services for the arts and humanities
Arts and Humanities Research Council call

Themes

This funding opportunity will support collaborative, research community-led scoping, development and design of future-facing national 
data services and repositories for the capture and analysis of arts and humanities research data. It will focus on, but not be restricted to, one 
of the following areas:

• practice research, including visual and performance arts

• large or complex 3D objects, such as architecture

• ‘born-digital’ material, including interactive material such as social media and video games.

Criteria

Projects must be collaborative and involve a group or consortium of investigators and partners that:

• reflects the breadth of research data generated by the communities the proposed resource will support

• evidences communities’ buy-in and support for the project, both from producers of data and from users.

• Projects may include a potentially scalable pilot or prototype.

Expected outputs

Anticipated outputs from each funded project should include, but not be restricted to:

• a fully costed specification for the design, build and implementation of a national, discipline or area-specific data service, including 
capital and resource requirements

• a technical specification including details of compute capability and data storage requirements

• post-construction operational costs for the first five years, including a programme of skills and capacity building for the arts and 
humanities scholarly community.



PR Voices and SPARKLE
Practice research projects

These projects bring two different but complementary approaches to addressing how 
practice research, including visual and performance arts, is captured, shared and 
preserved. 

We will give you a brief overview of our approaches and would welcome not only 
feedback on our plans but also ideas about expanding our reach beyond our existing 
networks.

Thanks to the grape vine (and a bit of luck) the two teams connected up prior to 
submission with an agreement that if we were both funded we would work together.

In the spirit of open research practices we will be sharing data gathered between the two 
projects however our final publications / research outputs will published individually by 
each project. 

We aim to collaborate going forward.



Practice research
“An umbrella term that describes all manners of 
research where practice is the significant 
method of research conveyed in a research 
output. This includes numerous discipline-
specific formulations of practice research, which 
have distinct and unique balances of practice, 
research narrative and complementary 
methods within their projects.”

Research narrative
“In a practice research output, a research 
narrative may be conjoined with, or embodied 
in, practice. A research narrative articulates the 
research enquiry that emerges in practice.”

Bulley, James and Şahin, Özden. Practice Research - Report 1: What is 
practice research? P1. London: PRAG-UK, 2021. 
https://doi.org/10.23636/1347. 

Practice Research - Report 1: What is 
practice research? And Report 2: How can 
practice research be shared?

These reports were commissioned by the 
Practice Research Advisory Group 
https://praguk.wordpress.com and were 
funded by UKRI (Research England), 
Goldsmiths, University of London, The 
Royal Central School of Speech and Drama, 
University of London, University of the Arts 
London and the Culture Capital Exchange 
(TCCE)

Practice research:
Some definitions

https://praguk.wordpress.com/and


Recommendations

a) to explore the most appropriate formats for the generation, 
dissemination and preservation of practice research;

b) to discuss the adoption of a collective ‘project’ research output 
item type across global research systems;

c) to involve research support professionals, practice researchers 
and policymakers in developing guidance and recommendations 
for the long-term dissemination, preservation and storage of 
practice research; 

d) to explore the need and feasibility for a new peer review model 
for practice research publication; 

e) to commission further reporting surrounding practice research 
and Open Access; 

f) to investigate the founding of an Open Library of Practice 
Research (OLPR). This open library would:

i) harvest and host peer-reviewed practice research 
outputs;

ii) ii. provide specific support for the novel formulations 
of practice research that will emerge in future. 

iii) embody principles of Open Access

Bulley, James and Şahin, Özden. Practice Research - Report 2 : How can practice 
research be shared? P61. London: PRAG-UK, 2021. https://doi.org/10.23636/1347. 

➢ Structuring practice research
➢ Item types for practice research
➢ Formats and metadata
➢ Peer review
➢ Storing and preserving practice 

research outputs
➢ Sharing practice research

Practice research 
report 2: 
How can practice research be 
shared?



University of Westminster
Building a repository that captures all research - a story of collaboration

Grounded in the research carried out at University of Westminster in the Centre for Research and 
Education in Arts and Media and that in the Experimental Practice Research Group within 
Architecture

The Scholarly Communications team led (in partnership with developers at Haplo, now a division of 
Cayuse) the development of the Haplo open source repository (WestminsterResearch) in close 
collaboration with these researchers between 2017 and 2021 – one repository for all research 

Consulted with other potential Haplo repository clients and the range of communities interested in 
better supporting practice research

Learned first-hand about how the repository and discoverability landscape doesn’t work for this 
research and began working with colleagues at Jisc to investigate this (and Haplo developers) and 
PR Voices was born

Open access looks different to these disciplines, the funder policy landscape doesn’t reflect this 
research, Research Excellence Framework (REF) recognises multi-component outputs

https://cream.ac.uk/
https://www.westminster.ac.uk/research/groups-and-centres/experimental-practice-research-group


CREAM
(Centre for Research and 
Education in Arts and Media) 
University of Westminster

A world-leading centre and pioneer 
in practice-based, critical, theoretical 
and historical research in the broad 
areas of art, creative and 
interdisciplinary practice.

➢ Established in 2002
➢ Film and Media, Art and Society, 

Photography, Fashion and Music
➢ Pioneer of practice-based 

PhD research in arts and creative 
practice

➢ Part of the AHRC Techne 
Doctoral Training Partnership

➢ Founding partner of the AVPhD
network

https://cream.ac.uk



Open Access 
Portfolios
➢ Informed by CREAM’s approach to 

REF2021
➢ Used flexible repository technology 

to reflect our multi part component 
submissions in UoA 32 Art and 
Design: History, Practice and Theory

➢ Reviewed and updated templates 
based on the approach that research 
outputs/objects are connected 
together by a narrative

➢ Contextual images, multiple tabs
➢ Iterative approach - staged 

development over 3 years 
➢ Collaborative team effort – Scholarly 

Comms, CREAM, Experimental 
Practice Research Group, Software 
Developer at Haplo

➢ Identified a range of challenges – IP, 
copyright, licensing, file sizes & types

https://westminsterresearch.westminster.ac.uk/port
folio/qqvqz/bass-culture



Practice Research Voices (PR Voices) is born
Engaging with communities beyond Westminster

➢Repository Fringe, Edinburgh, June 2018
➢PRAG-UK Town Meeting, London, Jan 2019
➢Capturing practice research: improving visibility and searchability, London, March 2019
➢Open Repositories, Hamburg, June 2019

One presentation, one panel session, 2 x 24x7 presentations and one poster all covering 
practice research

➢ORCID Regional Meeting March 2020
➢RDMF20: RDM and Data sharing/openness in the arts, June 2020
➢PIDapalooza, January 2021
➢Research Excellence Framework 2021 submission, March 2021
➢Publication of the PRAG-UK reports, July 2021
➢Jisc Digital Research Community Event on Practice Research, September 2021
➢UK Reproducibility Network Event, November 2021
➢aimos conference, November 2021
➢FORCE11, December 2021



Practice Research Voices (PRVoices): 
Scoping the Open Library of Practice Research

Our aim is to realise an equitable landscape for all research, whatever the discipline, where we move 
beyond the “other” of non-text outputs, recognising practice research and enabling it to be valued as 
equal to papers, publications and monographs, and ensuring that it is captured and preserved, is 
made discoverable and can be re-used.

Our approach is based on building on existing software, standards, materials using open research 
practices.

We plan to build and on expand the work we have already done – starting with the existing 
collaboration between Westminster, Haplo (a division of Cayuse) and Jisc and bringing in Kings 
College London - and the British Library – recognising that practice research is carried out beyond 
universities.

The project team, is led by Jenny Evans (PI), Prof Neal White (CoI) and the Scholarly Comms team at 
Westminster and includes Adam Vials Moore (CoI) Jisc, Prof Helen Bailey (CoI) (Kings College 
London) and Rachael Kotarski (CoI) British Library, technology partners Cayuse (Taylor Mudd and 
Richard Forrest), project partner the Victoria and Albert Museum and with support from Crossref. 

Follow the project on our project blog, @prvoices on Twitter and Instagram



PRVoices
Strand 1: Repositories

We will use a copy of WestminsterResearch which will be hosted and supported by Cayuse as a closed test 
system.

We will review, identify and iterate changes in three stages. The first will see a baseline established, informed 
by the outcomes of the PRAG-UK report,  and practice research material from the the project team 
organisations. 

This will inform a survey and semi-structured interviews which will inform follow up development and a 
technical specification which will then be tested against the British Library’s Repository and the Jisc Research 
Repository.

A follow up survey and semi-structured interviews will inform the final development of technical requirements 
for practice research repository platforms that meet the FAIR principles and that can scale to other systems, 
repository and research information management systems and preservation infrastructure. This will include 
the analysis of associated IP, copyright, licensing, file type and size challenges.



PRVoices
Strand 2: Metadata and 
Persistent Identifiers 
(PIDs) landscape

Harnessing existing conversations and 
mechanisms for feedback and the 
practical application via the above 
repositories to identify 
recommendations to move this 
landscape towards better reflecting 
both text and non-text research.

Join our upcoming discussion at NISO Plus 
2022 to find out more!

Composing for the non-text infrastructure 
dance - Wednesday 16th February 2022 4pm 
GMT

We will also be running a metadata 
workshop as part of the project to 
bring together relevant stakeholders

Vials Moore, Adam, Evans, Jenny, Kotarski, Rachael, & Mudd, Taylor. (2021). Practice made 
Practical. Reducing the OTHER of non-text. Zenodo. https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.5767095



PR Voices
Strand 3: Create a Practice Research community of practice

Bringing together an intersectional community that spans all stakeholder groups -
researchers and librarians, developers, research data managers, repository 
managers, research managers, archivists, records managers and curators 

This will inform development post project / platform bid to ensure practice 
research is captured, made discoverable and re-usable, enabling its impact to be 
recognized and also inform planning for the next REF

Building an Expert Advisory Group to act as our critical friends

We will be blogging about the project 
Follow / engage / re-tweet @prvoices



Come and join our chorus!
A call to action 

➢ We haven’t had a huge amount of time to engage – we encourage people to 
get in touch if they are interested

➢ Spread the word
➢ Amplify our messaging via your social media channels
➢ Ask people to get in touch
➢ Engage in the survey and sign post examples
➢ What have we missed?

@prvoices on Twitter and Instagram
Project blog to be launched soon 
https://blog.westminster.ac.uk/prvoices (not live yet!)

https://blog.westminster.ac.uk/prvoices

